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Criteria for Floating I
Robert Finn
Abstract. Conditions are determined under which solid bodies will float on a liquid surface in stable equilibrium, under the
influence of gravity and of surface tension. These include configurations in which the density of the body exceeds the density
of the ambient liquid, so that for an infinitely deep liquid in a downward gravity field there is no absolute energy minimum.
Of notable interest are the results (a) that if a smooth body is held rigidly and translated downward into an infinite fluid
bath through a family of fluid equilibrium configurations in a downward gravity field, the transition is necessarily discontin-
uous, and (b) a formal proof that there can be a free-floating locally energy minimizing configuration that does not globally
minimize, even if the density of the body exceeds that of the liquid. The present work is limited to the two dimensional case
corresponding to a long cylinder that is floating horizontally. The more physical three-dimensional case can be studied in a
similar way, although details of behavior can change significantly. That work will appear in an independent study written
jointly with T. I. Vogel.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 76B45, 49Q10, 53A10.
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0. Introduction
There is a large and still developing literature on capillary surfaces in the presence of ﬁxed rigid bound-
aries, based on concepts introduced during the early nineteenth century by Young, by Laplace and by
Gauss. In contrast, the problem of determining the conﬁguration of an isolated rigid body ﬂoating on a
ﬂuid surface, although discussed at some length by Laplace in his 1806 treatise [1] and clearly of great
physical interest, has suffered nearly two centuries of neglect. I have been unable to locate any further
literature on the topic prior to the past ﬁfteen years, the earliest such work known to me being the elegant
contribution [2] on a highly idealized case.
Floating bodies have not been entirely neglected; a number of papers of engineering character have
appeared on the independent problem of describing interactions among distinct particles of ideally round
shape and assumed to be ﬂoating, see, e.g. [3–6]. In the context of the evident interest in that material,
the striking and clearly delineated mathematical results of [2] impressed on me the beauty of the problem
and put into relief how little is known about the seemingly simplest situations. It motivated me to take
up the question and to discuss it with others, leading to the contributions [7–11] relating to idiosyncratic
behavior of the conﬁgurations that can appear. These are properties that have a clear physical interest
but are expressed by geometrical rather than numerical description.
I know of no work in the classical literature, addressing the basic criteria for existence of physically
meaningful conﬁgurations as solutions of underlying equations or physical principles, corresponding to
prescribed conditions of body shape and weight, gravitational force, and interfacial energies (energy den-
sity associated with formation of surface interface). These problems are of special interest from the point
of view of determining the suitability of the equations and methods as models of physical experience.
A start has however been made in a recent paper by McCuan [12]. The present work oﬀers an indepen-
dent step to ﬁll that gap, from another point of view. The results are in conceptual accord with what is
expected, and also oﬀer explicit estimates for critical parameters. The problem has a particular interest
for the familiar case of a body whose density exceeds that of an inﬁnitely deep liquid on which it is
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Fig. 1. Metal pin floating on water. The pin sinks if disturbed
ﬂoating, in a downward gravity ﬁeld. That situation cannot provide a global minimum for the energy, as
arbitrarily large negative energies are obtainable simply by submerging the body into the ﬂuid. In the
earth’s gravity ﬁeld the matter may not be of great importance for bodies of large size, such as a boat
or even a duck, as then the surface tension eﬀects will generally be small relative to those attributable
to gravity. However the question acquires a new interest in the context of space exploration, in which
surface tension forces generally prevail over gravitational eﬀects, and also for microanalysis of small par-
ticle conﬁgurations on earth. The problems also take on special interest from the point of view of large
numbers of (small) particles that may self-assemble themselves into organized patterns under appropriate
conditions as has occasionally been observed, and also for the description of such phenomena as insects
that “walk” on water. Also for larger objects, there can be physical interest in familiar circumstances,
as indicated by the enclosed photograph (Fig. 1) of a metal pin that I was personally able (after several
tries) to make ﬂoat on a surface of tap water. Once achieved, that conﬁguration turned out to be fairly
stable, surviving moderate (albeit not severe) shaking.
A central feature of the results to follow is that the kinds of global behavior that can occur are severely
limited by the constraints imposed on the shape of the ambient ﬂuid surface, due to its surface tension in
combination with the eﬀects of bulk ﬂuid weight. These properties of the interface separating the ambient
media lead to behavior of partly immersed bodies that can differ qualitatively in striking ways from what
is predicted when such eﬀects are neglected. As a notable example, Archimedes’ Law that a ﬂoating body
displaces its weight in liquid loses in precision when surface tension is taken into account, and becomes
expressed in terms of undeﬁned quantities.
Corresponding to a supposed ﬂoating body conﬁguration, we denote by e0 the surface energy distri-
bution (or equivalently surface tension) in the interface S separating the ambient liquid from the outer
medium (in general air or vacuo), by e1 the surface energy distribution of the body B with the outer
medium, by e2 the corresponding distribution for B with the ambient liquid below S. I assume in all
cases that the ﬂuid surface sufﬁciently far from the body is a graph u(x, y) that tends to the level u ≡ 0
at inﬁnity. For simplicity in this initial study, I will assume in most instances that B is strictly convex,
in the sense indicated below. More general situations will be indicated by remarks in the text.
There can be great variety in behavior according to circumstance, and we must therefore distinguish
individual cases. Our reasoning will be based on energy principles in conjunction with generally accepted
physical laws. A formal difﬁculty appears owing to the inﬁnite energy in the free surface of the ambi-
ent ﬂuid. Since we are interested only in stationary points arising from local variations, we will restrict
attention to equilibrium conditions arising from variations for which the energy changes can be clearly
deﬁned by limits of changes restricted to compact subsets.
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1. Two Dimensions: g = 0
The simplest (although greatly idealized) case is that of a two-dimensional body B (section of an inﬁnite
horizontal cylinder) in zero gravity, g = 0. We assume strict convexity in the sense that at each boundary
point P, ∂B can be represented in local coordinates (x, v(x)), with v(0) = v′(0) = 0, v′′(0) > 0. We assume
initially an everywhere horizontal ﬂuid surface S: u(x) ≡ 0 in mechanical equilibrium in the absence of
disturbing forces, and we seek criteria under which B can be partly submerged in a conﬁguration of
locally minimizing mechanical energy. We begin by asking what happens when B is held rigidly in a ﬁxed
orientation and gradually lowered from positive inﬁnity toward S, as in Fig. 2. Denoting |∂B| by sB we
examine the energy E as function of height h and obtain:
Lemma 1.1. S remains unchanged prior to contact with B. In the range h2 < h < h1 of heights for which
B contacts S, S remains at the same horizontal level, but with the segment of intersection with B deleted
(Fig. 3). If | e2−e1e0 | > 1 then E ′(h) = 0 throughout (h2, h1). If | e2−e1e0 | < 1 then there is a unique height
at which E ′(h) = 0, and at this height the conﬁgurational energy achieves an absolute minimum over the
range of vertical positions, for the given orientation.
Proof. By Pascal’s Law the pressures above and below S are each constant throughout those portions of
the ﬂuids, hence the pressure change δp across S is the same at all points of S. By a discovery of Young
[13], δp = ke0, where k is the curvature of S. Thus S has constant curvature and must be a circular arc.
Since at plus and at minus inﬁnity S has the constant height u = 0, the only possibility is that S is the
horizontal line (degenerate arc) u ≡ 0. This result is independent of the height of B above S, that is,
regardless of the attractions of B (or of other eventual rigidly held objects) for the ﬂuid particles, and in
that sense could be viewed as physically unrealistic.
When B is partially immersed in the liquid, the energy E can be written up to a constant in the form:
E = e1s1 + e2s2 − e0s0 (1.1)
with s1 and s2 the relative portions of sB in the upper and lower ﬂuids, so that s1 + s2 = sB. Writing
sj = λjsB for j = 0, 1, 2, and noting ﬁrst that λ1+λ2 = 1 and then that λ0 is a function of λ2, λ0 = f(λ2),
we can write
Fig. 2. Configuration prior to contact with S.
Fig. 3. Configuration after initial contact with S.
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Fig. 4. Dipping relations.
EB ≡ 1sB E = (1 − λ2) e1 + λ2e2 − f (λ2) e0, (1.2)





In view of the convexity of B, we ﬁnd that f ′(λ2) is continuous in the range 0 < λ2 < 1, and −1 <
f ′(λ2) < 1 in that range, with f ′(0) = 1, f ′(1) = −1, see Fig. 3. Thus if | e2−e1e0 | > 1 then there is no equi-
librium conﬁguration for which points of (the extended) S strictly enter B, and E changes monotonically
from e1sB to e2sB. However, if | e2−e1e0 | < 1 there is at least one value of λ2 in the range, for which (1.3)
holds and provides equilibrium.











so that, denoting differentiation in λ2 by (·),




From (1.6) we compute
λ¨0 = −
(




1 − cos (ϑ− + ϑ+)] . (1.7)
From (1.2) we have
E¨B = −e0λ¨0. (1.8)
Since both numerator terms in (1.7) are positive by the convexity of B, we conclude that f ′′(λ2) < 0;
thus the critical value is unique and provides a global minimum for the energy. By (1.4), h is strictly
monotone in s2; thus, there is a unique value of h at which the minimum is achieved, as asserted. 
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We have incidentally proved the general geometrical statement:
Corollary. Let B be a strictly convex plane domain, and let L be a support line of B. The length of the
chords intercepting B and parallel to L is a strictly concave function of the boundary lengths cut oﬀ by
the chords, and thus there is a unique such chord that achieves a maximum length.
The relative minimum obtained in the above procedure cannot be expected to have a physical signif-
icance relative to freely ﬂoating bodies; for example, there is no contact angle condition. Even were the
physical contact angle to be attained on one side of B, in general it will not be attained on the other side,
and we are not free to adjust the liquid surface to achieve a desired angle of incidence. We are however
free to change the orientation ωB of B, which we have taken till now as prescribed. In this respect we
note that the criterion (1.3) depends only on the choice of materials and is independent of orientation.
We thus obtain:
Lemma 1.2. The determination as to whether a minimum for the energy is attained during contact of B
with S is independent of the orientation of B.
The orientations available are restricted to the compact set 0 ≤ ωB ≤ 2π, and the associated mini-
mizing energies are a continuous function on that set. Thus there exists at least one choice ωB leading to
a least possible minimal energy. If we denote by hc the height of the centroid c of B over the reference
level z = 0, we ﬁnd:
Theorem 1.1. If | e2−e1e0 | < 1, there exists a height hc and corresponding orientation ωB, for which an
absolute minimum Em of E is achieved, over all heights and orientations. For any such conﬁguration, S
abuts on B.
Corollary. For the height and orientation indicated in Theorem 1.1, the “unseen hand” that holds B
rigidly can be removed, and B will be in a “free-ﬂoating” equilibrium position of minimizing energy.
For a conﬁguration achieved in this way, we ﬁnd:
Theorem 1.2. (Gauss criterion). In a minimizing conﬁguration as described in Theorem 1.1, B is posi-






Proof. Referring to the conﬁguration as in Fig. 3, we make a variation by rotating B about one of the
points P of intersection with S (Fig. 5).
For the energy change, we obtain
δE ∼= (e2 − e1)δs − e0δs0 = [(e2 − e1) − e0 cosϑ]δs (1.10)
and thus equilibrium imposes (1.9), since ϑ = π − γ. 
Note that the proof involved a rotation of B, cf. the remarks just below.
Minimizing conﬁgurations are in general not unique. For example, it is shown in [2] that for con-
vex B at least four distinct equilibrium positions exist; if B is elliptical but not a circle, then there are
exactly four, of which two are local minima for the energy (it should be noted that relative to the vertical
motions introduced above, all provide minima; thus, an ellipse placed in an unstable equilibrium position
and released will rotate rather than translate). If B is a circular disk, then all orientations minimize at
the same height. In [10] non-circular sections B are characterized that admit continua of angular width
π, of minimizing orientations.
Physically, the case |e2 − e1| > e0 corresponds either to the situation in which ﬂuid covers the entire
ball, or else to the case in which ﬂuid separates from the ball completely, according as e2 − e1 is negative
or positive. These conﬁgurations are not addressed in the present work.
As already remarked, the hypotheses introduced above are in some ways physically unrealistic.
We proceed step by step to relax them.
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Fig. 5. Energy variation by rotation.
2. Two Dimensions: g > 0
By g > 0 is meant a gravity ﬁeld of strength g per unit mass directed downward across the interface. The
surface S is no longer constrained to be ﬂat, however its surface tension in conjunction with the gravity
ﬁeld severely constrains its behavior. From the basic equation for S in terms of its inclination ψ, which
goes back to Young and to Laplace
(sinψ)x = κu (2.1)
where κ = ρg/σ with ρ = density change across S and σ = surface tension of S, we can write
(sinψ)u tanψ = ψu sinψ = κu
which leads to the parametric representation












of the solution curve in terms of ϕ = (π/2) − ψ. In the present instance we impose the condition
u = 0(ϕ = π/2) at x = ∞. The point x = x0, u =
√
2/κ is vertical on the curve, but the curve can be
continued beyond that point till a maximum height uM = 2/
√
κ at ϕ = −π/2, doubly covering an interval
on the x-axis. We see that S is completely determined, up to translation along the x-axis and reﬂection
in the x or y axes. Continuation beyond the maximum point produces no significantly new trajectory
points, but instead only the identical curve reﬂected in that value of x. See Fig. 6, which is taken from
the treatise [14] of Bakker. These limitations on the behavior of S are essential in the estimates to follow.
We have immediately:
Theorem 2.1. If the density of B differs from that of the upper ambient medium, then no equilibrium can
occur for which B lies entirely above the level 2/√κ. If the density of B differs from that of the lower
ambient medium, then no equilibrium can occur for which B lies entirely below the level −2/√κ.
Proof. The universal bound |u| < 2/√κ for S precludes contact of S with B in the envisaged conﬁgura-
tions, and thus if B lies as indicated then S must be the undisturbed line u ≡ 0, which is the only global
solution of (2.1) that vanishes at x = ±∞. For B either above or below that line, the surface energy
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Fig. 6. The surface S, extending from −∞ (A) to the vertical D at height √2/κ, then turning back and covering doubly
to a horizontal E at height 2/√κ. This curve is then reflected in x = 0 to obtain the continuation to the vertical D′ and
then to +∞(A′).
remains constant independent of position. For the gravitational energy we obtain, for B of density ρ and
situated in the upper medium of density ρ1:























where C,C1 > 0 are constants depending only on the shape of B, and where h− and h+ are the lower
and upper heights on B. If B is in the lower medium of density ρ2, then
Eg = gsB(ρ − ρ2)(C + C1h−) (2.4)
Under the hypotheses, in both cases, the energy would then be proportional to height of B, precluding
equilibrium. 
Note that the values h− in (2.3) and in (2.4) differ; the former is positive, the latter negative.
Theorem 2.2. Let a homogeneous body B with smooth boundary be moved rigidly in any continuous way
from a position in which B lies above the level 2/√κ to one in which B lies below the level –2/√κ Then
if g > 0, there must be a discontinuous change in the conﬁguration of S in the course of the traverse.
Proof. As B moves downward and into the strip between the two levels but prior to crossing the level
u = 0, a conﬁguration conceivably appears in which S rises to contact B with locally stationary energy
(cf. Fig. 8). Such a change would have to occur discontinuously, as the only S satisfying the conditions
at inﬁnity and not meeting B is the line u ≡ 0. Alternatively, S could remain undisturbed until a point
P ∈ B∩ S ﬁrst appears, as in the left side of Fig. 7. At such a point, S meets B with contact angle γ = π,
see Fig. 7. We make a variation, replacing the segment δx by δy, and allowing the ﬂuid below S to rise
up to B below δs. We ﬁnd for the change of surface energy
δEs 
 (e2 − e1) δs − e0 (δx − δy) = (e2 − e1 − e0) δs + o (δs) (2.5)
in view of the cusp at P , while the gravitational energy change δEg = o(δs), since due to the cusp at
P the change in ﬂuid area is o(δs). Thus, the conﬁguration for initial contact is not stationary for the
energy unless
e2 − e1 = e0 (2.6)
in agreement with (1.9) for γ = π.
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Fig. 7. Configurations of initial and of final contact with the horizontal S.
Fig. 8. To achieve minimum energy when e2 − e1 = e0, fluid must rise discontinuously to meet B.
If (2.6) fails then the conﬁguration must jump discontinuously to a distinct equilibrium state. If (2.6)
holds, the given conﬁguration will be in equilibrium and may change continuously as B is lowered fur-
ther, initially intercepting S. If the change remains continuous, there will be a minimum height at which
contact still occurs, as indicated on the right side of Fig. 7. At this height one has γ = 0, and reasoning
analogous to that leading to (2.6) now yields
e1 − e2 = e0 (2.7)
This is in conﬂict with (2.6); we conclude that such a conﬁguration cannot appear, and thus at some
intermediate position a discontinuous jump in the ﬂuid surface heights must have occurred. 
Remark. If (2.6) fails, then as B is lowered from above and becomes sufﬁciently close to—although still
above—the horizontal S, a conﬁguration with S abutting on B must appear that has lower energy than
the one with horizontal S. That is because the energy prior to contact approaches the energy with initial
contact, whereas energy decreases discontinuously when initial contact occurs, see Fig. 8. Nevertheless,
so long as B remains strictly above S, the conﬁguration with S horizontal and disjoint from B is locally
stable.
3. An Illustration
The following material is somewhat peripheral to the essential substance of this paper, and is included to
illustrate the theorems directly above in the explicit case for which B is a rectangle, and thus a limiting
case of the strictly convex shapes considered till now. We assume again g > 0 and position B with its sides





Fig. 9. Fluid cannot rise to the interior of a horizontal bottom.
parallel and perpendicular to the horizontal. Our initial observation can already be found in Theorem 1.1
of Vogel [15], in another connection.
Assertion 3.1. Any equilibrium conﬁguration in which ﬂuid rises to a part of ∂ B that is horizontal as in
Fig. 9 is unstable, in the sense that energy can be decreased by a smooth conﬁguration path over which
energy is non-increasing.
Proof. The ﬂuid boundary S rising to B is contained in the family (2.2). The Gauss criterion (1.9) is
easily shown to hold at the contact point, and thus for the respective energy densities
e1 = e2 + e0 cos γ (3.1)
The surface S continues to be described by (2.2) if it is shifted rigidly to the right a horizontal distance
δx, as indicated in Fig. 9. The change in surface energy encountered in this shift is
δES = (e2 − e1 − e0)δx, (3.2)
the term involving e0 appearing since the energy change occasioned by shifting S is e0 times the change
in length of S, which can be evaluated at inﬁnity where S is horizontal. To estimate the change in grav-
itational energy we observe that the region between S and its shifted image is generated by horizontal
segments of width δx. The work done in raising a vertical interval of liquid in that region from height











δx = e0(1 + cos γ)δx (3.3)
by (2.2), since on a ﬂuid interface, surface tension is equivalent to energy density (see, e.g. [16]). Thus,
the net energy change is
δE = δES + δEg = (e2 − e1 + e0 cos γ)δx = 0 (3.4)
by (3.1). It follows that without changing the energy, we can move the two ﬂuid boundaries together until
they touch, as indicated in Fig. 9. Having done that, removing the ﬂuid above the horizontal surface and
bounded between the two parts of S that extend to inﬁnity will lower the energy. We are done. 
Assertion 3.2. There exist conﬁgurations in which B lies strictly above the ambient level, but in which the
energy is less than that occurring for undisturbed ﬂuid.
Proof. We ﬁx κ > 0 and contact angle γ, 0 < γ < π/2 We immerse B vertically, as in Fig. 8, and observe
that if its height exceeds 2/
√
κ it can be positioned so that its top and bottom are at heights above and
below the heights reached by S at its vertical points. Since the slope of S is monotone in x, it follows
that among the solutions (2.2) there will then be a unique (symmetric) pair that meet B in angle γ on
its vertical sides, as in Fig. 9. Any other pair that abut in B (without regard to angle) is obtained from
the given one by rigid horizontal shifting of S (Figs. 10, 11).
Within this family of solutions, a variational reasoning shows that the unique pair abutting in angle
γ provides a strict absolute minimum for the energy, corresponding to a ﬁxed position for B.
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γ




Fig. 11. Theorem 2.3: final steps.
Now shorten B by drawing a horizontal segment L above its base but not above the ambient level,
and then removing the portion of B below L. That changes the total energy of the system, but does not
aﬀect the minimizing property of the S we have chosen, as no new surfaces can enter into competition.
On raising B so that L is at the ambient position, we thus ﬁnd that the energy E is strictly less (in the
appropriate comparison sense) than that arising from the horizontal surface S0 exterior to B, plus that
of L. But the change in energy going from this latter conﬁguration to that of the completed planar ﬂuid
surface and also an L slightly above that surface, is (e1 − e2)L + e0L which is positive in view of (3.1),
since cos γ > 0. So the conﬁguration we have found remains minimizing for curves meeting the sides of
B, even after B is lifted slightly out of the ﬂuid.
We are not quite done, as we must still consider eventual ﬂuid surfaces that abut on L after it is
lifted from the ﬂuid. It is conceptually convenient here to round the lower corners of B, with circular arcs
of radius small enough not to aﬀect the energy inequality just established. We may clearly restrict the
competing surfaces to members of the family (2.2), and we note that if L is close to the ambient level
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then these curves will be restricted to have arbitrarily small slopes, and thus no new equilibrium con-
ﬁgurations corresponding to the given γ will appear. The single danger point occurs when the solutions
from opposite sides meet at a common point of L. But the energy of such a conﬁguration exceeds that in
which the ﬂuid surfaces are replaced by the ambient level, and we have just shown that energy exceeds
that of the given extremal conﬁguration. The proof is complete. 
We note that if B is moved down slowly from a high level toward the lower ﬂuid, the situation of
Assertion 3.2 can only occur via a discontinuous jump passing through surfaces in which energy initially
rises. That is so since a smooth change would have to be established via intermediate surfaces that lie
entirely below B, and these all provide energies exceeding those of both the starting conﬁguration with
horizontal S disjoint from B, and of the ﬁnal conﬁguration with B globally minimizing.
4. Floating Criteria: g > 0
We now return to our original hypothesis of general convex B, of prescribed density and in a prescribed
gravity ﬁeld. We hold its centroid rigidly as we move it downward with height hc from inﬁnity, allowing
orientation to adjust at each height to a minimizing position. We seek conﬁgurations, in which a stable
equilibrium will be found, that is, we seek conﬁgurations that will be mechanically stable when the unseen
hand holding the centroid is removed.
We postpone the case in which B has smaller density than the upper medium, and proceed to the
next case, in which ρ2 < ρ < ρ2. Since surface energy is constant for all positions for which B lies entirely
within one of the ﬂuids, we see from (2.3) and (2.4) that the energy functional becomes positive inﬁnite,
both as B rises to + ∞ and as B descends to −∞. Assuming continuity of that functional with position, it
is thus clear that at least one minimizing conﬁguration will exist. For convex B, continuity can always be
achieved by keeping the shape of S ﬁxed as B is moved through it; the actual minimum cannot exceed the
one achieved by such a motion. We can assert further that for any minimizing conﬁguration, B contacts
the free surface S, as otherwise moving B upwards (or downwards) would (by (2.3) and (2.4)) decrease
energy until contact occurs. More specifically we assert:
Theorem 4.1. If ρ1 < ρ < ρ2 then there is at least one position of minimizing energy. If |e2 − e1|/e0 < 1
then for every such position the angle γ at the two contact points in which B meets S is determined by
(3.1).
We have shown everything up to the angle condition. That assertion follows by a procedure analogous
to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We proceed now to the case of special interest, for which ρ1 < ρ2 < ρ. Then for an inﬁnitely deep
reservoir, the energy can be made arbitrarily large negative by moving B downwards, and thus it is clear
that no absolute minimum for energy can be found. Nevertheless, it can happen that surface energies
conspire to hold the body in ﬂoating conﬁguration, at which a locally stable equilibrium appears for the
energy.
Theorem 4.2. Let B be a prescribed convex body of density ρ > ρ2 > ρ1 in a given downward gravity ﬁeld
g, and let e0 be the ﬂuid/ﬂuid interfacial tension. Then depending on B and on the indicated parameters,
there are choices of e0, e1 and e2 so that an energy minimum will appear that is not global, and in which
B meets S.
Proof. Denote by h+c a centroid height such that for all possible orientations of B such that hc = h+c ,S
will lie in its rest position u ≡ 0 with B strictly above it; by Theorem 2.1 it sufﬁces to choose h+c =
2
√
e0/(ρ2 − ρ1)g+d , where d is the diameter of B. Similarly we may introduce h−c = 2
√
e0/(ρ2 − ρ1)g−d,
so that S will be in rest position with B strictly below it. Let M be the maximum of gravitational energies
among all orientations of B, such that hc = h+c , and let m be the minimum of gravitational energies of B,
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such that hc = h−c . Using (2.3) and (2.4) we ﬁnd that M < A1 + B1
√
e0, while m > A2 − B2√e0, where
the A and B terms depend only on gravitational quantities, and not on surface energies.
Starting with hc = h+c , we insert an unseen hand to gradually lower hc, at each height adjusting the
orientation so as to achieve a minimum E(hc) for the total energy. A minimum always exists, as the
entire conﬁguration is controlled by a ﬁnite number of parameters, lying in a compact set. As noted
above (Theorem 2.3) we must expect that at particular heights hc the energy change will occur discon-
tinuously, in the sense of discontinuous changes in orientation of B or the conﬁguration of S. However,
given a sequence of heights hjc −→ h0c and orientations ωjc −→ ω0c , and letting E0 = glbE as those values
are approached, we conclude from the compactness of the parameter domain that there exists a ﬂuid
conﬁguration corresponding to (h0c ;ω
c
0) for which E0 is achieved. That conﬁguration need not be unique.
We choose e0 sufﬁciently large that (M −m)/e0sB < 1. We now note that the change in surface energy
from the h+c position to the h
−
c position is exactly (e2 − e1)sB; thus if we choose e1 and e2 in any way
such that (e2 − e1)sB > M −m then the total energy of the conﬁguration will increase from the upper to








In the initial conﬁguration with B above S, the energy initially decreases as hc is lowered, and it will
continue to decrease until a height is reached at which the total energy with S ﬂat equals the energy
of a conﬁguration in which S has jumped up discontinuously and abuts on B, as in Fig. 8. This is a
conﬁguration of non-uniqueness, as indicated above.
Further decrease of hc may lead to still smaller energies, and ultimately results in the conﬁguration
with hc = h−c and B below S, as constructed above, with total energy exceeding the energy for which
hc = h+c . The minimum of the energies attained as hc traverses the indicated interval provides the asserted
local minimum that does not minimize globally. In view of the left hand inequality in (4.1), the surface
S at this local minimizing conﬁguration meets B in the angle γ determined by e2 − e1 = e0 cos γ, see
Theorem 1.2.
Finally we observe that the case ρ < ρ1 < ρ2 is subsumed under the case just discussed, by reversing
the direction of gravity. The substance of the reasoning is identical. 
Remark 1. The method for Theorem 4.1 imposes the requirement e2 > e1, which implies by (3.1) that
γ > π/2. A work now in preparation provides explicit examples of ﬂoating equilibria with ρ1 < ρ2 < ρ
and for which γ < π/2, and thus we see that the criterion of the theorem sufﬁces for ﬂoating but is not
necessary.
Remark 2. The case of a general convex body in three dimensions leads to some significant distinctions
in the announced results. That work will appear in an independent article joint with Vogel [17].
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